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THE INVESTMENT PROFESSIONAL OF THE FUTURE

• Growth of machine learning, AI methods, and use of alternative data 
for portfolio construction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The data we get from members when they renew their annual CFA Institute membership (and when they complete the CFA member survey) gives us our best estimate of how many of our members are focused on wealth management; as you see, 10% in the Americas report that they are serving in a Financial Advisor role. 40% say the primarily serve individual investor assets, and we think just under half of those work as portfolio managers for mostly high net worth investors. Your societies likely have different skews in terms of members who are in wealth management, but in the western region we know that PWM is a significant area of focus for many of your members.
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CFA MEMBER/CANDIDATES ARE MORE LIKELY TO SAY THEY’LL LEVERAGE 
TECHNOLOGY THAN IGNORE (OR BE DISPLACED BY) IT

Displaced by 
technology

Role for human to 
leverage technology

Not impacted by 
technology

Portfolio Management

Guidance on Investment Strategy

Risk Management/Insurance

Creating financial plans

Recommending the right 
mix/allocation of investments

Tax Strategy

Creating/Managing Cash Flow 
Models

Business Exit Strategies

Estate Planning

Philanthropic Services

Providing Guidance on how to 
manage passive investments

Family Dynamics

Impact of Technology on 
Services Offered
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(F3, F3a) How do practitioners plan to leverage technology in the next 5 years?Practitioners are most likely to use technology as an enhancement to their offering (e.g. allowing my clients to access certain services online) (~75%)Where is there opportunity to leverage technology to enhance Practitioner’s offer? (F2)CFA Members & Candidates are more likely than non-members to see a role for human advisors to leverage technology. Particularly in these areas:Portfolio Management: (Members: 88%, Candidates: 84%)Guidance on Investment Strategy: (83%, 84%)Non-Members are more likely to think technology will not impact it at all (49%, vs. 10% for Members)Risk Management/Insurance:  (77%, 80%)Creating the right financial plan: (82%, 77%)Recommending the right mix/allocation of investments: (82%, 76%)Tax Strategy: (76%, 69%)Creating/Managing Cash Flow Models: (73%, 69%)Areas where Practitioners are split on whether this being an area where they can leverage technology vs. not being impacted by technology at all:Business Exit Strategies: (Leverage ~41%, Not impacted ~58%)Estate Planning: (Leverage ~49%, Not impacted ~46%)Philanthropic Services: (Leverage ~48%, Not impacted ~47%)What types of services will be displaced by tech? Area where CFA Members & Candidates think is most likely to be completely replaced by technology:Providing guidance on how to manage passive investment strategy: (40%, 44%)What services will continue to need human-mediation/will not be impacted by technology at all?Family Dynamics: (80% for Members, 69% for Candidates, 51% for Non-Members) This suggests PWM may not fully see ahead of the curve. Because from the HNWI perspective, we know that the future generation (millennial HNWI) areinterested in the idea of a full-service tech solution. But it’s still only 40% of millennial HNWI, and far fewer, 23% say that among HNWI >40.
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THE INVESTMENT PROFESSIONAL OF THE FUTURE

• Growth of machine learning, AI methods, and use of alternative data 
for portfolio construction

• Appetite for solutions investing and integrating client needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The data we get from members when they renew their annual CFA Institute membership (and when they complete the CFA member survey) gives us our best estimate of how many of our members are focused on wealth management; as you see, 10% in the Americas report that they are serving in a Financial Advisor role. 40% say the primarily serve individual investor assets, and we think just under half of those work as portfolio managers for mostly high net worth investors. Your societies likely have different skews in terms of members who are in wealth management, but in the western region we know that PWM is a significant area of focus for many of your members.
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THE INVESTMENT PROFESSIONAL OF THE FUTURE

• 54% believe the role of Wealth Manager will be “substantially 
different” in the next 5-10 years

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The data we get from members when they renew their annual CFA Institute membership (and when they complete the CFA member survey) gives us our best estimate of how many of our members are focused on wealth management; as you see, 10% in the Americas report that they are serving in a Financial Advisor role. 40% say the primarily serve individual investor assets, and we think just under half of those work as portfolio managers for mostly high net worth investors. Your societies likely have different skews in terms of members who are in wealth management, but in the western region we know that PWM is a significant area of focus for many of your members.
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THE INVESTMENT PROFESSIONAL OF THE FUTURE

• 54% believe the role of Wealth Manager will be “substantially 
different” in the next 5-10 years

• 4% believe the role won’t exist…..

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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